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RALEIGH'S INDENTURE RENOUNCING ALL CLAIM TO
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SIR WALTER RALEIGH AND THE

SHERBORNE ESTATE.

UN the Sldrbu1"r~ian of April, 1896 was printed the
rt 'Imperfect Deed' bearing date 20th January, 1603,

by which Sir Waiter Raleigh had intended to convey
to his son in his (Sir Waiter's) life-time with remainder to
his heirs the fee-simple of the Sherborne Estate. This
deed he pleaded on his attainder in order to preserve the
estate for his son, but the deed was declared of none effect
owing to the omission by the clerk who copied it of the
operative words 'that the said Sir Waiter Raleigh shall
stand and be seized.' The Sherborne Estate therefore
became King James's and on the 9th January 1609 he
granted it to his favourite Robert Carr afterwards created
Earl of Somerset. On the 12th February 1610 King James
bought Sherborne from Carr for £20,000 in order to give it
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to his son Prince Henry. Prince Henry therefore was for
a brief space of time Squire of Sherborne and it is for this
reason that his hatchment is still to be seen in the Abbey
Church, and this hatchment is the only existing monument
that I know of to that' young Marcellus.' The estate once
more became the King's.

On the 24th November 1613 Carr bought back the
estate from the King for £25,000. In 1616 Carr forfeited
the estate, when he was convicted of being accessory to the
murder of Sir Thomas Overbury, and in 1617 the King
granted the estate to Sir John Digby, afterwards created
Earl of Bristol.

Last August in looking through an old chest, contain
ing documents, in Sherborne Castle I found the Indenture
printed below. It was evidently secured by Carr with a
view to making his title to the Sherberne estate absolutely
indisputable. It is rather a pathetic document, and
Raleigh's signature to it is not so firm and strong as is
that on the judgment of the Chancery Commission in the
case in the School Library. The Indenture runs thus:

\to all Christian people to whom this my present
writing Indented shall come I Waiter Raleigh late of
Sherborne in the county of Dorset and then Knight doe
sende greeting in our Lord God everlasting. 'tlU'lbereas I
the said Waiter Raleigh by one Indenture bearing date the
Twentyethe daie in the five and fortyeth yeare of the raigne
of our late Soveraigne Lady Queene Elizabeth made
betweene me the said WaIter Raleigh then of Sherborne
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aforesaid Knight of thone part And Sr Arthur Throgmorton
Knight Alexander Bret then Esquier and now Knight
arid Thomas Heryotts gent of thother part, Did raise
Limitt or declare divers uses and estates of and iil the
Castle and Mannors of Sherborne, Newland,Castletowne,
Wootton, Whittfield, Yetminster, and Caundell Byshopp

in the County of Dorset, and of and in the Moitye of the
Mannor of Pinford and the moity of the Mannor of Primsley
alias Prumsley with the appurtinences and of and in divers
other lands tenements and hereditaments in the same
Indenture mentioned, late the Inheritaunce of me the said
WaIter unto myself for the terme of my life with divers
Remainders over in such manner and forme as in and by
the same Indenture is mentioned and expressed, with power
nevertheless unto me the said WaIter Raleigh att any time
or times by my writing Indented or by any other my
writing subscribed or indorsed with my name, which name
shalbee written with my hande and which writing shalbe
sealed with my seale in the presence of two persons
signifyeing and declaring my mind and intention in that
behalfe to Revoke adnull frustrate and make voide all the
use uses estate and estates in and by the same Indenture
limited and appointed or either or any of them As by the
same Indenture more att large appeareth, 1knO'\? l!1ee that
I the said WaIter Raleigh doe att this time intende and
am fully minded and willing to Revoke adnull frustrate and
make voide all and levery those use and uses estate and
estates in and by the said Indenture limited or appointed of
and in the said Castle :Mannor lands tenements and
hereditaments and every or any of them and of and in every
part or parcell of them or any of them which lye or
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consiste in my power to Revoke adnull frustrate or make
voide, And I doe therefore by this my present writing
subscribed by mee with myne owne hande and sealed with
my Seale in the presence of the persons whose names are
hereuppon indorsed, signifye and declare my said intention
and minde therein or in that behalfe And also I doe by
theis presents Revoke frustrate and make voide all and
every those use uses estate and estates limited appointed or
declared of and in all and every of the said Castle Mannors
lands tenements and hereditaments and every or any of
them and every or any part and parcell of them or any of
them mentioned or conteyned in or by the saide Indenture
which lye or consiste in my power to Revoke frustrate or
make voide And I doe by theis presents signifye and declare
that the same use and uses estate and estates shall from
henceforth cease and bee utterlie voide to all purposes and
intents 3-11 'Wtttnes whereof I the said WaIter Raleigh
have to theis presents sett my hande and seale the ffowertenth
daye of June in the yeares of the raigne of our Soveraigne
Lord James by the grace of God King of England ffraunce
and Ireland Defender of the faith &c. the Twelveth and of
Scotland the seaven and fortyeth.

Attached to the deed by a strip of parchment is
Raleigh's Seal and on the strip is written W. Ralegh. It
should be noted that Sir WaIter, at any rate for the last 18
years of his life, always spells his name Ralegh, though
other people, e.g. the clerk who penned this deed, appear
more commonly to spell it Raleigh. There are only five
fusils on the shield of the seal, not seven, as the shield is
sometimes blazoned. The shield on the Digby Monument
hasisix.
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At the bottom of the deed are these words:

cognit' per predict' WaIter Ralegh milit' coram me Henrico
Holbart milite capitli Justiciar' de coi Banco Decimo Septimo
die Julii annis regnorum Donimi Jocobi Regis Suprudictis

HENRY HOLBARTE

The signature is of course Sir Henry Hobart's, then
Chief Justice of the Common Pleas. He had been Attorney
General when The' Imperfect Deed' was declared void in
1608.

On the back of the Indenture is written:

Sealed and delivered in the prm,ence of
GERVASE HELWYS

Jo. DACOMBE

LAW. KEIl\IES

·W. DOWTHWAYTE

Lawrence Keimes was Raleigh's faithful friend, who
went with him on the last fatal voyage to the Orinoco and
whose tragic end some may remember.

It is also noted on the back that a copy of this Inden.
ture is enrolled among the Records of the Court of Common
Pleas, Michaelmas Term, 1614.

W.B.W.

HEAVENS.

The heavens whereon our hopes we set,
What are they? beauty, pleasure, pride,

Ambition-all that never yet
Hath heart of man beatified;
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Like wanderers in a midnight glen,
Whose every glow-worm is a star,

Till disillusion dawns-and then
Earthy and of the earth they are.

\Vho spend life's treasure to be filled
With that which is not but in name;

\Vho waste the spirit's wealth to build
Some folly-tower of human fame;

Or who to loftier aims aspire,
Yet aim but at the victor's crown

One is the heaven they take for hire,
The hollow heaven of relf-renown.

Who steeped in bodily delight
Forsake clear Honour's crystal well,

Or trafficking in truth and right
Ply commerce with the Courts of hell;

Voluptuous heart and scheming- head,
That shape a heaven of craft or lust

The dome ye build is for the dead,
And pillared upon crumbling dust.

Yet some there be, by instinct sure
Led onward of sublimer sort

To seek whate'er is just and pure
And lovely and of good report;

'vVhose 80uls amid all human strife
Like tranquil waters glide and shine

The lapse of an unsullied life
Drawn daily nearer the Divine:

For these-earth's discord to atone,
Death's terror quell before they die

That inward heaven which is their own,
The heaven of heart-simplicity.

JAMES RHOADES.

FOOTBALL.

SCHOOL v MERTON COLLEGE.

This match ,vas played on October 31st, and resulted in an
easy victory for the School. Carey won the toss and Merton
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kicked off, defending the National School goal. For the first
few minutes played settled down near the half-way line, till Dow
gained ground with a high punt, and some good footwork
among the forwards resulted in May's scoring. Dow failed to
convert. Almost immediately after the drop·out Dow gained
possession and passed to Plant, who scored far out. The
attempt at goal failed. A good run by Jesson transferred the
ball to the School twenty-five, but shortly after a free kick was
given to the School, and the forwards following up well Waiter
scored a third unconverted try. The School continued to press and
Dow getting the ball from a grovel ran over and scored; the
same player converted. A moment later Shaw got the ball from
touch and obtained a try: the kick failed. A free kick enabled
Merton to bring the ball into the School twenty-five, but a fine
dribble· by May brought relief; and shortly after Morrison
scored (20-0).

The second half was for the most part a repetition of the
preceding play: the School at once took the ball into their
opponents' territory and Dow gained a try, which he alw con·
verted. Soon after Shaw dribbled over and scored. Merton
were still unable to break away and Terry added another try.
After the drop-out Merton brought the ball to half.way, and
subsequently Macvicer scored after a good run. The try was
not converted. The School brought the ball back into the
Merton twenty-five, and Carey gained an unconverted try. The
School still pressed, and Dow, getting the ball from a grovel,
again crossed the line and scored a try which he also converted.
Carey was enabled to add a further try before time was called.
The result was thus a victory for the School by 3 goals and
9 tries to a try.

The School forwards played admirably throughout, Shaw
and May being especially conspicuous in the open.

Mertoll.
W. B. Wood; W. C. Moore, F. W. Bewsher, C. A.

Macvicer, S. H. Thompson; R. W. Jesson, S. B. Sleeman;
J. Monteith, H. S. Hodson, C. A. Brown. W. T. Ross, R. Nunn,
S. W. Dunn, A. Macleod, H. A. Haskell.

School.
Terry ii; R. J. M. Morrison, H. F. Plant, S. P. Barrow,

Hopkins; C. O'D. Carey, W.J. Dow; \V. E. Shaw, H. G. May,
E. C. Crichton, W. G. Waiter, J. E. Terry, S. C. Bennett, J.
U. Smith, A. L. Symes.
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On November 7th we journeyed to Cardiff to meet
Llandovery. The weather was very dull on our leaving'
Sherborne, but things looked brighter (in more ways than one,
for we were very hungry) when Mr. Ford summoned us to
lunch in the saloon. However, we found it raining heavily at
Cardiff and the game was played in a regular downpour, which
only ceased with Mr. Douglas' final blast on the loudest whistle
we have heard for some time. The play for the first twenty
minutes was all in favour of Llandovery, but after that we may
fairly claim to have had the best of the game. And this in spite
of the fact that our forwards very seldom got the ball in the
grovel. But what the Llandovery backs gained by their excel
lent passing with a slippery ball, our forwards more than made
up for by their excellent footwork in the open. Of the two full
backs, both of whom, indeed, played excellently, Bull was
decidedly the better. The Llandovery three-quarters quite
outshone ours in brilliancy and attack and were splendidly
served by a very smart pair at half-back. At the same time
our backs put up a stolid defence, making few mistakes, and
more than once nipping in the bud what threatened to be the
successful issue of some very clever combined play. A feature
of the game was the neat and effective way in which both teams
fielded, handled, and picked up the ball. Considering the
distressful condition of the ground, one would have looked for
and excused much fumbling and knocking on.

To come to details, Llandovery kicked off and a grovel was
ordered in the centre of the ground. After some scrambling
play, before the teams settled down, a pass from Dow to Carey
enabled the latter to commence an attack that looked promising,
but soon a good bout of passing by the L1andovery three
quarters brought the play into our twenty-five, where first
Smith, and then Carey, saved by kicking into touch. Terry
broke away with the ball in the open, and the rush was smartly
stopped by Lewis on the half-way line. The Llandovery for
wards were now getting the ball every time, and their three
quarters were looking dangerous. They carried the play into
our twenty-five, and Bull had to touch down from a kick over
the line by J. Williams. L1andovery continued to press and
Sanctuary and Smith saved in turn by kicking into touch. They
were having much the best of the game, and a cross-kick by P.
W. Williams might have let in three-quarters if the ball had
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bounced the right way. A free kick to Sherborne brought no
relief and Bull had again to touch down. From a free-kick
Pritchard failed to reach touch, and Smith made a capital
return, bringing play to half-way. Again L1andovery attacked,
and again Smith, by neat fielding, saved the situation.
Williams made a very risky kick, but Morrison failed to take
advantage of the opening. A. fine run by Morgan deserved a
better fate, but the pass to his outside wing was knocked on
and a good chance was lost. Shortly afterwards the Llandovery
passing was again spoiled owing to the slippery ball. May got
away with a good dribble, but Rhys kicked into touch. L1an
dovery forwards were still getting the ball every time, but their
three-quarters were not making much use of their opportunities.
A fine rush by our forwards, partly stopped by Evans, at last
brought the play for the first time into the Llandovery twenty
five. Our forwards got the ball, heeled smartly out, and Carey,
who looked like making a dash through, brought the L1andovery
three-quarter,,; on to him. Carey slipped and lost the ball, but
Smith, now unmarked, picked up very neatly while on the run,
and scored rather cleverly at the corner. Dow will never make
a worse kick at goal. (Sherborne 3 points, L1andovery nil.)
After the kick-off play remained in the centre of the ground for
some time. Our forwards, though never getting the ball, were
excellent in the loose, and a fine rush headed by Terry, who
over-ran the ball near the line, just failed to score. Our three
quarters now had a turn. Smith was collared when dangerou3,
and Sanctuary unfortunately knocked on. The pressure was
relieved by a very neat bit of play on the part of the L1andovery
full-back, after their three-quarters had indulged in some risky
passing under their own goal-posts. Sherborne were now
having the best of the game, and L1andovery had to touch
down -in self-defence. But after the drop-out, their forwards
rushed the ball down to our twenty-five, and after some lively
play in which \Valter, Symes and Plant were prominent, the
latter saving when the L1andovery three-quarters had got fairly
into their stride, the ball was brought back to the half-way line
and half-time was called.

From the kick-off Llandovery, by means of very neat
passing by their three-quarters began to press, but our forwards,
Shaw being prominent, brought the ball back. After this play
was in our twenty-five for some time, mainly owing to the
excellent play of Pritchard and J. L. \Villiams. The former
was very smart and swamped Dow time after time, now that our
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forwards were getting the ball. A forward rush headed by
Terry was followed by J. L. 'Williams making his mark and
soon afterwards Rhys kicked over our line. The play continued
in the Sherborne half, Bull doing good work and saving by
excellent kicking into touch. Our forwards got away several
times, but their three-quarters were safe. At last Dow managed
by a long kick to transfer the play to our opponents' territory,
and at the finish of some excellent foot-work on the part of the
forwards, Terry tried to pick up but knocked on, and a grovel
took place on the L1andovery goal line. Dow might have
passed out instead of trying to go through himself. Morrison
was pushed into touch near the corner flag, and shortly after
wards missed a pass almost on the line. For some time we
pressed and Shaw was forced into touch within a yard of the
flag. The L1andovery defence was excellent, Prichard, Rhys

. and Jones distinguishing themselves. A miss-kick by Plant let
in their three-quarters and play was removed to half-way. Our
forwards were now playing a fine open game and, helped by
useful kicking by Bull and Do'w, carried the ball back to the
Llandovery twenty-five, and for some time a score seemed
imminent. Both teams were now playing for all they were
worth, and for the first time our forwards got the worst
of it in the open game. A free-kick against Morrison for
lying on the ball gave great relief, and it was only owing
to strenuous efforts on the part of our forwards, and a
wonderful kick by Dow out of a crush of players, that we were
enabled to keep the play near the half-way line. A free-kick to
Llandovery was well returned by May. The Llandovery full
back mulled the ball, but had time to retrieve his mistake.
Their three-quarters now got possession and G. Jones made the
best run of the afternoon. Carey missed him, but Bull brought
him down in fine style. For the moment play was on the
Sherborne twenty-five line, but Bull was in great form, and an
excellent bit of dribbling by Symes brought the ball back to the
Llandovery twenty-five. Our forwards were playing splendid
football, and Terry looked like scoring, but Evans saved by a
quick kick into touch. The ball came out from the grovel to
Dow, who got over, but the flag went up for touch. Morrison
was forced outside, and exciting scrimmages took place on the
Llandovery line. It seemed any odds on our scoring, when a
flying kick from one of the Llandovery backs sent the ball into
touch ten yards from their goal line, and the whistle went for
full-time. Score :-Sherborne I try, Llandovery nil.
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Llalldovery.

D. P. Evans; P. Vol. \Villiams, J. Morgan, J. VV. Lewis,
G. Jones; R. G. Prichard, R. A. Rhys; R. Lloyd, J. Williams,
J. W. Thomas, E. Jones, W. S. Rowlands, H. M. Griffiths, O.
M. Pearl and \-\T. D. Davies.

Sherborne.

\V. R. Bull; D. G. Smith, C. T. Sanctuary, H. F. Plant,
R. J. lVIorrison: C. O'D. Carey, W. J. Dow; \V. E. Shaw, H.
G. May, E. C. Crichton, \V. G. \Valter, J. E. Terry, S. C.
Bennett, T. U. Smith and A. L. Symes.

'--:0:--

SCHOOL v. S. PAUL'S.

This match was played on November 17th on our ground.
Rain had fallen heavily during the preceding night, but a
strong wind and some sunshine left the ground in very fair
condition.

S. Paul's won the toss and the School had to play against
the wind for the first half. In spite of this disadvantage the
Sherborne forwards at once rushed the ball into their opponents'
territory and a cross kick by Smith nearly resulted in a try,
S. Paul's just touching down in time. After the drop-out the
ball was again taken into the S. Paul's twenty-five and from a
grovel Shaw scored far out; the try was not converted. The
School continued to press owing to the admirable work of the
forwards, and the visitors were again compelled to touch down.
A moment later some smart combination among the Pauline
three-quarters brought the ball to Lilly, who after a fine run
enabled Montgomery to score a capital try between the posts.
The kick was successful. For some minutes play settled down
near half-way, neither side being able to claim any marked
advantage; a free kick however gained ground for the School,
and from a grovel near the line Smith got possession and scored
an unconverted try. Shortly after, some excellent footwork
among our forwards resulted in Terry scoring (9-5). Half
time.

After the interval, with the wind at their backs the School
kept their opponents continually on the defensive: for the rest
of the game play remained entirely within the Pauline twenty-
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five and scoring became frequent. The forwards led off with a
rush and Symes broke away from a grovel and scored far out.
After the drop-out Carey made a good run and again nearly
crossed the line, but S. Paul's backs saved well. The pressure
was continued and Morrison scored an unconverted try. A
moment later Carey obtained a further try, which Dow
converted. A good dribble by Shaw again brought the ball
into the visitors' twenty-five and Dow scored a try which he
also coverted. The Sherborne forwards continued to do
remarkably fine work allowing their opponents no quarter, ami
Morrison added another try. From the drop out Symes got
possession and after a good run passed to Carey, who scored
between the posts. Dow converted. Dow and Carey were
each able to score again before time was called, the latter try
being converted. Thus after a one-sided game the School
were left victorious by four goals and seven tries to a goal.

Although very unequal, the match was a most interesting
one, for a better or brighter exhibition of football than that
given by the School XV. has rarely, if ever, been witnessed
anywhere. Playing against a strong wind in the first half, the
School forwards kept up a strong and almost continuous
pressure, and allowed their opponents' undoubtedly fine three
quarter line to get going only once, when they gained a brilliant
try. Crossing over with a lead of four points, the School took
the game entirely into their own hands, and, giving the Paulines
no rest or stay, piled up the score rapidly by perfect combination
between backs and forwards. One moment the forwards,
v/heeling smartly would sweep in a body fiercely and irresistibly
twenty or thirty yards towards their opponents' goal, the next
would see the ball come out like lightning from the scrum for
the halves to pass, repass, feint, run or set their three-quarters
on the move. No defence could live against such an attack
pressed home with so much vigour and skill, and, try as they
would, the PauJines were helpless to keep down the scoring.
It is difficult to select any individuals for special mention. The
front rank, splendidly led by May, played finely to a man, and
everyone of the eight showed up repeatedly. Carey, who made
two or three brilliant individual runs, and Dow are the best
pair of halves the School has had for many a long year, and the
three-quarters, who had hitherto this season been weak in
attack, showed greatly improved form. Bull had little todo at
full back, but proved quite adequate. The XV. as a whole, are
greatly to be congratulated on their excellent performance.
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S. Paul's.

H. Vickers; H. G. Gresham, G. A. Lilley, H. Chesterton,
P. T. Onrael; B. L. Montgomery, W. L. Chamberlain;
H. C. Whiteall, H. C. Vincent, R. N. Fearnside-Speed, S. H.
White, R. O. Beit, D. G. Strathers, R. O. Charnier, H. P.
Freeman.

Sherbome.

W. R. Bull; D. G. Smith, H. F. Plant, C. T. Sanctuary,
R. J. M. Morrison; C. 0'D. Carey, vV. J. Dow; W. E. Shaw,
H. G. May, E. C. Crichton, VI/. G. Waiter, J. E. Terry,
S. C. Bennett, J. U. Smith, A. S. Symes.

--:0:--

SCHOOL v. TONBRIDGE.

Holding an unbeaten record, the XV. (without W. E. Shaw,
who had injured his knee) journeyed to Tonbridge on
November 23rd with high hopes, for, not only were our
redoubtable opponents said to be below their usually high
standard, but also during the three previous years, though we
had had the worst of the rubber, yet we had managed to furnish
three close matches (scoring in all 18 points against 28).
Expectations were realised, for after a very keen and sporting
game Sherborne beat Tonbridge on their ground for the first
time in the history of these encounters, by 15 points to 6.

Recovering themselves bravely after a very bad quarter of
an hour, in which Tonbridge pressed continuously and scored 2
tries, the School played splendidly, and for the rest of the first
half did almost all the attacking and scored 3 tries, two of which
came directly through good play 011 the part of D. G. Smith on
the left wing. The second part of the game closely resembled
the first half. Tonbridge pressed vigorously for the first ten
minutes, and, when their attack died away, once again Sherborne
had almost all the play, though, owing to the fine tackling of
their opponents, they only scored another try through May and
a penalty goal by Dow. To the forwards primarily belongs the
chief praise of the victory. Only slightly, if at all inferior in
the tight scrimmages, they were greatly superior in the open,
where their resistless foot-work gained ground continually. But
even then, we could not have won without splendid play on the
part of Carey and Dow, who, both in attack and defence were
everywhere; while the three-quarters and Bull were quick to
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foil any possible attack, take what chances a heavy and slippery
ball allowed them, and, moreover, helped the forwards over and
over again by clever and well judged kicks into touch.

As in other matches this season it would be invidious to
particularize where all did well. There are indeed fine
individual players on the side but its chief strength lies in that
splendid combination which results from an universal and
wholehearted enthusiasm and esprit de corps. The XV. is
essentially a side which has deserved all success, and it has
won it.

THE GAME.

The match had to start as early as I-30 in order to allow
us to catch the 3-30 train from Tonbridge. The School and
their supporters, also quite a large gathering of a.ss., were
ready lined up when the two fifteens reached the ground. The
turf was somewhat sodden and seemed rather heavy goin~ after
the quick-drying Sherborne fields. Carey lost the toss and
Sherborne faced an almost imperceptible breeze. Terry kicked
off and the forwards smothered the return. Even play ensued,
in which the Tonbridge three-quarters showed to advantage.
The Sherborne forwards could not get going and accordingly
for some time their backs were called to defend. After several
passing bouts the Tonbridge three-quarters overlapped and
Armytage scored a dashing try. The kick failed-(o-3}. After
the drop out Sanctuary brought off a good screw kick and Terry
collared Heriz-Smith when things looked dangerous. The
Sherborne forwards still seemed to lack' devil,' and Tonbridge
returning to the attack scored again by Armytage. Again the
kick failed-(0-6). Matters were looking anything but pleasant
for Sherborne after these two reverses. From the drop-out
however the Sherborne forwards played a completely different
game. Getting possession in the tight they wheeled neatly and
dribbled fiercely to the Tonbridgp. line. Several times a score
all but resulted, on one occasion Morrison being pushed into
touch by the corner flag. Heeling smartly the forwards gave
the ball to Dow who forced his way over. The kick failed
(3-6). From the drop-out Sawyer and Armytage showed to
advantage but the Sherborne forwards brought play back to the
home line. D. Smith sprinted down the left wing and a beauti
ful cross kick nearly sent Symes in. A' scrum' ensued and in
loose play Terry scored. Dow just failed to convert-(6-6).
Atthis point excitement was intense, Tonbridge worked play
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back over half-way, but a long run by Carey, and fierce foot
work by the forwards put Sherborne on the attack. Dow
opened up the game and the ball passed from Carey down the
whole three-quarter line. Sanctuary swerved passed his man
and then gave to D. Smith, who outpaced the back and scored
in the corner. The kick was unsuccessful-(9-6). ·Sherborne
thus gained the lead and looked like increasing it as the result
of a long run by Plant on the right wing. Half-time:
Sherborne, 9 points; Tonbridge, 6.

Sanctuary fumbled from the restart and let the Tonbridge
forwards down on to the Sherborne line. The Sherborne
forwards wheeled and a dribble by May relieved. . The
Tonbridge threequarters again attacked however and Sawyer,
who had come out of the scrum, was almost in. This attack
lasted some ten minutes and was an anxious time forSherborne.
Relief was brought by a long kick by Dow and more footwork
left Sherborne attacking. Open play, in which Terry and
Smith (J. U.) were conspicuous, ensued and then Dow punted
over the full back's head: he was collared however after getting
in his kick and so nothing resulted. Shortly after this the
Tonbridge back fumbled and a dribble by May resulted in his
gathering the ball and scoring Sherborne's fourth try. Again
Dow just missed (f2-6). Immediately after this Dow kicked a
good penalty goal and so with ten minutes to go Sherborne led
by 15 to 6. Tonbridge made a great effort towards the end
but the defence proved strong enough and' no-side' came with
Sherborne still pressing. Thus to our joy and the delight of
the O.S. contingent Sherborne was left victorious by I penalty
goal and 4 tries (15 points) to 2 tries (6 points).

One sentiment still remains to be expressed, and that is
true gratitude to our sporting hosts. Their wholehearted
cheering at the end was as sportsmanlike on their part as
it was pleasing to us. \Vith these few words of gratitude
we close with our annual wish that Tonbridge and Sher
borne may long be friendly foes.

SlzerborJle.

W. R. Bull; D. G. Smith, H. F. Plant, C. T. Sanctuary,
R. T. M. Morrison; C. O'D. Carey, \V. J. Dow; H. G. lIIay,
E. C. Crichton, \V. G. \Valter, J. E. Terry, S. C. Bennett,
J. U. Smith, A. S. Symes, G. O. Hempson.
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Tonbridge.
T. Robinson; H~Armitage,G. Roberts, P. Elles, J. Barley;

E. Heriz-Smith, E. Wood; F. Sawyer (captain), C. Pillman,
S. Castle, W. Fowler, R. Young, C. Chittenden, B. Sawyer,
J. Russell.

--:0:--

SCHOOL v. CLIFTON CLUB.

The match with these formidable opponents was looked
forward to with especial interest because for the last two consecu
tive seasons the result has been a drawn game. The School XV.
however gave an admirable performance and were able to add
yet another triumph to their list after one of the most exciting
games played on our ground this season. Clifton brought
down a strong side, including three county players. Terry
kicked off for the School who were defending the National
School goal. The kick was not returned and the ball was taken
into the visitors' twenty-five where the School at once began to
press. The sound defence of the Clifton backs, however,
prevented any scoring, and a good run by Matthews brought
the ball to half-way. .Some good footwork among the forwards,
in which May was especially conspicuous, gained ground for the
School, and a mark by Dow brought play once more on to the
Clifton line. The School were again unable to break through
the visitors' defence and a useful kick by Mullay brought the
ball into our territory. A moment later a cross-kick by Slee.
enabled Matthews to score: the try was not converted. Dow
dropped out, and the School forwards, rushing the ball down to
our opponents' twenty-five, made a most determined attempt to
get level. Their efforts were at last rewarded, for Dow getting
the ball from a grovel scored a good try between the posts:
the same player converted. After the kick-off Clifton again
looked dangerous and when near the School twenty-five were
awarded a free-kick. An attempt was made to drop a goal but
the ball just fell short. Fine work by the forwaros again
relieved the pressure, and after a fierce attack, May scored by
means of a clever feint (8-4). Half-time.

On resuming the School continued to have most of the
game and maintained a vigorous attack on the Clifton goal.
The visitors were continually penned within their twenty-five
but their strong defence prevented any scoring on the part of
the School, until Dow managed to get a try near the touch-line
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(II-3). The pressure was continued and Carey again crossed
the line after a good run but failed to hold the ball, and the
result was a touch down. Soon after the drop out Clifton
brought the ball into our twenty-five where Matthews was well
collared by Carey after a fine run. The School forwards once
more worked the ball back into our opponents territory and
when time was called we were again pressing. The School thus
gained a fully-deserved victory by one goal and two tries to a
try.

The School had by far the most of the game throughout
and the fifteen gave another capital display: scoring would
have been more frequent had it not been for the powerful
defence of the Clifton outsides-Slee at back, kicking exceedingly
well. -

ClijtlJlI.
P. J. Slee; E. F. Eberle, A. Gardiner, F .. L. Mullay,

G. F. Matthews; C. Baker, W. J. Bate; E. J. Higham,
A. Gardener, P. T. Rowe, M. B. Good, G. Brown, F. T.
Bourcher, K. Gibson, R. Fedden.

Sherborne.

vV. R. Bull; Hopkins, H. F. Plant, C. T. Sanctuary,
R. J. M. Morrison; C. O'D. Carey, W. J. Dow; W. E. Shaw,
H. G. May, E. C. Crichton, W. G. WaIter, J. E. Terry,
S. C. Bennett, J. U. Smith, A. J. Symes.

SCHOOL NOTES.

On November 14th the Rev. W. H. Abbott gave us an
interesting lecture on Pearls and Pearl-Diving. vVe hope to
publish an account in our next number.

On November 17th there was a most successful' Penny
Reading' in the Big Schoolroom.
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The following have been presented with their 1st XV.
Colours :-

J. C. Terry (d)
S. C. Bennett (f)
J. U. Smith (f)
C. T. Sanctuary (a)
H. F. Plant (a)
D. G. Smith (a)
A. L. Symes (b)
W. R. Bull (f)
R. J. M. Morrison (a).

J. G. Hopkins has been presented with his 2nd XV. colours.

LECTURES.

On Saturday, the 27th of October, Mr. Powys delivered his
third lecture. 'The Merchant of Venice' was the play chosen
for that evening. Mr. Powys began by telling us that he had
come that night to enlist our sympathies for the character that
is usually considered the worst in the Play, he meant Shylock.
The Elizabethian audiences, for whom Shakespeare wrote this
a.nd many other of his plays, were at best somewhat lacking
in our notions of humanity, and to them Shakespeare presented
aplay full of incident and excitement, with a villain, a hero, a
heroine and all the other characters that go to make up a popular
play. As was proper, he made the villain succeed in his wicked
plans up to a certain point, then justice steps in, the villain
receives the due punishment for his deeds, and what might have
been a tragedy become a comedy. But was this play really to
be counted amongst the Shakespearian comedies; at first sight it
might seem so, for it fulfils the condition that a comedy should
be a play ending happily, and the audiences who first saw it
acted, undoubtedly thought it was an excellent one. But in the
light of twentieth century ideas of humanity, could we still call
it comedy? He thought not. Of course Shylock was drawn
very repulsively, a man entirely devoid of mercy. These facts
together with the knowledge that Shylock was played by
Elizabethian actors in a red wig and a long nose, which must
have made the character almost ridiculous, seem sufficient causes
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for the first audiences of ' The Merchant of Venice' failing to
show any pity towards the unhappy Jew. Shakespeare seems
to have looked over the heads of his audience, far over the ages
until he saw this generation, perhaps the first that has really
'understood this Play. Let us now consider some traits in
Shylock's character that make him worthy of our pity. There
are many, anyone of which would have constituted a great man;
he loved his race, he was brave, he was strong enough in will to
have a great passion, a passion for g-old; any man is worthy of
admiration who can follow an inclination until it becomes a
desire which dominates every other feeling. His hate even
commands our respect, it is so strong, so undying. There also
seems to be a very good point in his favour and one which critics·
have often overlooked, it may be said that it is only an artistic
touch, nevertheless it gives us an insight into Shylock's
character; for one moment we see the Jew soften when he gazes
on the turquoise given to him by his Rachel, for a moment he
recalls the time when he was young and in love with a beautiful
young Jewess.

But perhaps the best way to guage this strange character is
to try to see the world from his standpoint. He was a Jew, an
exile and an outcast, but possessed nevertheless a lineage beside
which these Venetians were but upstarts. And being a Jew
there were inborn in him two great tenets; the one, a strict
observance of the Mosaical Law which said, he must not forget,
love thy friend and hate thy enemy; the other, a fury against
the Gentile to whom he attributed all his misery. Shylock, in
fact, represented the Old Dispensation; thus we see a fine
contrast, when he and Portia as judge, are brought face to face.
Justice is his plea, he demands nothing but justice. Portia
implores him to temper justice with mercy. He as a Jew can
not and will not withdraw his claim. The law showed no mercy,
the law demanded justice. Then it is that Portia defeats him,
telling him he may take the flesh but must not spill one drop of
Christian blood, or his goods are forfeit to the State of Venice.
Thus she beats him at his own game, and Shylock goes out from
the court a broken man.

In conclusion Mr. Powys touched upon the other leading
characters in the Play, speaking about Antonio, he said the real
cause of his depression at the opening of the Play is one fact, a
fact that can be seen written large across his features, one word
expresses it, Millionaire.
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He is a man who has to think of his wealth, his large circle
of friends and his immense influence. He has to walk to the
Rialto surrounded by a crowd of youths of the best blood in
Venice, who look up to him and listen to his words with respect.
He sweeps along, a proud figure through the throng of smaller
merchants until he reaches Shylock. \Vhat a contrast! on the
one side the haughty Venetian Merchant surrounded by a crowd
of admirers, on the other the bowed form of Shylock, whom all
shun, despised and hated, and yet in the greatness of his spirit
despising them all.

Dressed in his I{abordine, the sign that he belonged to an
accursed race, and yet standing unashamed, nay, even conscious
of superiority, alone amongst the hated gentiles. The remaining
characters sink almost into insignificance beside so strongly
n,arked personalities; Bassanio is a young man who is good
hearted but not very wise, Portia will have him as an ornament
at Belmont She is not one of the beautiful lady characters in
Shakespeare's plays. In his opinion Rosalind and Celia far
surpass her in womanly beauty of character, even the poor
meek aphelia was preferable to the somewhat too practical lady.
Jessica is the exact opposite of her father; she throws about the
money she has stolen from him in treating her lover with whom
she has eloped. There is perhaps a little careless cruelty about
her, she forgets her poor old father and leaves him to die in
Venice. She relinquishes without a panl{ the religion of her
nation. She indeed is an unworthy daughter of the unhappy yet
great character Shylock the Jew.

The lecture was extremely interesting throughout and was
delivered splendidly, Mr. Powys holding his audience the whole
evening and everyone was sorry when it was finished.

On Saturday, November 10th, Mr. Powys gave his fourth
Lecture on Shakespeare. On this occasion he spoke of' Hamlet.'
Mr. Powys said he was going to speak of the great universal
play; the play which applied to everyone. We all know the
phrase' So-and-so has a bit of the Old Adam in him'; so we
might equally well say' He has a bit of Hamlet in him' of a
person who is always asking himselt questions. We must
notice that Hamlet is a Teutonic play; a' race' play of which
we see Shakespeare was very fond, as we get Old English,
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Roman and other plays. The local colour in this play was to
be much admired. It is impossible to picture a more effective
opening scene than the terrace of the castle. The sound of
revelry rises and falls on the breeze. Horatio with other young
men are walking up and down and talking of the Rhost which
has been seen. They decide to tell Hamlet. At this moment
Hamlet appears, soliloquizing. Then comes a touch worthy of
Sophocles. Hamlet, thinking of his father and ignorant of the
appearance of a ghost, says' I think I see my father.' Horatio
at once breaks in ' V/here? ' "Ve thus find the hero making a
remark of the significance of which he himself is ignorant but
which is appreciated by the audience and the other characters.
In speaking ofthe acting of Hamlet Mr. Powys said he preferred
to have Hamlet acted by a German. He was inclined to think
the ordinary thin young man was unsuitable. A large, slow,
dreamy German was much better suited to the part. He also
said he was disappointed with the acting of the' Ghost,' wbich
part Shakespeare himself probably took: the 'Ghost' always
came up so obviously by a ' trap.' We must understand that
in Hamlet we have the character of a philosopher, a dreamer,
who suddenly has to be practical. Like all other dreamers he
is unequal to the task. He hesitates. He asks himself
questions: 'Did the King really kill my father?' When he is
satisfied as to this he is uncertain when to kill him. At only one
point in the play does he show any decision: this is when he
declares his intention of meeting the Ghost.

Dealing with the question as to whether Hamlet's madness
was real or feigned, Mr. Powys said he was very anxious to
convince us of his opinion. Hamlet after seeing the ghost was
hysterical; but sufficiently master of himself to use his hysteria
for his own ends. \Ve all know a child when it has stopped
crying at the command of its nurse, will immediately begin
howling when its mother appears. He thought the. case of
Hamlet was much the same. He would come to the great
scene in the play, the scene in which Hamlet has the King at his
mercy. Here we see the dreamer hesitating again. He was
inclined to think that the reason which Hamlet gives for not
slaying the King was not the real one, but one by which he tried
to persuade himself that he was right in not committing the
murder.

Speaking of Ophelia, Mr. Powys said he thought critics
treated the girl too harshly. He always pictured her as the
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heroine of some early legend. He thought nothing was more
sad than her madness, which, however, should not be overdone
on the stage. Probably Hamlet's roughness in the scene in
which Ophelia tries to trap him was caused by his seeing the
curtain move. And his anger was great because of his great
love.

Polonius was only a type of the wickedness in high places
of which Shakespeare had great experience in England.

Returning to Hamlet, we see in his last remark utter hope
lessness such as we should expect. We cannot find anything
more ironical than the fact that Hamlet should be buried with
military honours. What could be more bitter than that Hamlet
the dreamer should have a grand funeral?

SCHOOL FIVES COURTS.

Mr. G. M. Carey acknowledges gratefully the following
further subscriptions to the above fund.

H. B. Carrington
C. G. N. Marsh

•

£ s. d.
2 10 0

10 6

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS.

Received. £ s. d. Paid. £ s. d.
Subscriptions 433 13 7 Gillingham 181 2 6
Domus Grant ... 100 0 0 Helliwell (glass) 120 0 0
The Governors' Bickley 260 0 0

Grant 4 0 0 0 Architect's Fee ... IS 0 0
Balance due 3 18 II Sundries I 10 0

-----
£S77 12 6 £577 12 6
-----

(Signed) G. M. CAREY.
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THE SOPHISTS.

Bradford

H. P. Thompson
Lee Warner
Heard
Rae
Brine
Benison
Bramall
Coates

{
Bunting
Cottam

lSanctuary, mi.
I Forrest
Sweet
Elliot i.
Merriman
Elliot i., Forrest
Lee Warner
Elliot i.
Cottam
Sweet, Merriman, Pelly
Bradford
Hooper ma.
Veale

On Saturdays, October 20th and November 3rd, Beaumont
and Fletcher's ' Knight of the Burning Pestle' was read by the
Sophists. It is of course difficult for a modern audience, many
of whom have never read' Don Quixote,' to appreciate the
satirical nature of the play. The reading, though careful
throughout, was much more confident on the second occasion.
In particular, Heard must be congratulated on his rendering of
the difficult part of ' Citizen's Wife.'

The parts were as follows :
Speaker o} the Prologue
A Citizen .
His Wife .
Ralph, his Apprentice
Boy
Venturewell, a Merchant
Hu11Iphrey ...
111errytlzought
Gasper } .
M o 1 l hIS sonsIC/lae
Tim} °

G ApprentIceseorge
Host
Tapster
Barber
Mm
Sergealtt
William Hammerton ...
George Gremgoose
SoldilYs
Luce, Dalzghter of Venturewell ...
Mistress Merrytlzought
Woman
Pompiona, Daughter of King of

Moldavia

On Saturday, November 17th, an' Impromptu Debate' was
held in the School House Reading Room. The motion before
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,the House was' That this House prefers motors to horses.'
"",The debate was distinguished by great enthusiasm throughout.

R. A. RADCLYFFE, leader of proposition, in a maiden speech
supported the cause of motorists. He objected to inclusion of

, 'hunters' in debate. If the Opposition were to include these
he would include motor-boats and airships. The advantages of
motors were too many to be enumerated. As to disadvantages:
the offensive odour was due to drivers, not to cars; the noise
was diminishing year by year and was now practically nil;
question of expense was in favour of motors. He made the
startling declaration that the Olympia Motor Show was prefer
able to Dublin Horse Show because at the former there was no
danger of being kicked! !

J. C. SWEET intended to include' Hunters' under head of
horses. He did not object to the Hon. Proposer including
motor-boats, &c. He referred to 'dust' nuisance. What
would motorists do if there were no horses to help them home
when they broke down. He mentioned that there were many
facilities for having a horse' shoed '; but if a motor broke
down its case was hopeless unless it was near a large town.

E. W. BENISON in answer to the preceding speaker said
'dust' was being diminished. There were many hills (on being
challenged' he thought there was one in Norfolk ') which horses
could not climb, but had been climbed by motors. The motor
industry was increasing. The pleasures of motoring were
great; no damage done to roads by moderate drivers.

J. C. TOZER started with the dogmatic statement' Horses
are best: Dust caused a very great amount of harm. In fact
he had seen it stated in a reliable London paper that scything
took twice as long in various parts last summer owing to dust
blunting scythes. Motors endanger public; for instance, several
of His Majesty's subjects were lately killed in 'Vanguard'
accident. Value of land is decreasing in London. Horses had
done well till now: 'Why not leave good alone? '

E. H. BRAMALL considered the argument' Why not leave
good alone,' idiotic. He supposed the hon. gentleman preferred
coaches to trains. Nobody wanted to replace' hunters.' Motor
ploughs were of great agricultural use. Motors did not fall
down like horses do (voice: '\iVhen motors frighten them ').
The motoring industry gave a great deal of employment to
England.
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A. S. COTTAM considered the 'Dust nuisance' to be a
blessing as it draws attentiQn to the state of roads. Motoring
was bringing back carrying trade to roads.

W. G. BRADFORD thought motors selfish. He drew an
alarming picture of the Coronation procession being composed
of motors with attendant smells. He spoke gloomily of motor
funerals. Whereas horses are a necessity, motors are a class
luxury.

G. BENNETT, in a very sound speech, advised us to look at
motors from two points of view, personal and political. The
personal view depended on profession; thus motors were best
for a doctor. Politically, the industry lessened the number of
unemployed. The smell of motors was healthy though
unpleasant.

A. G. CROWDY prophesied that horses would be totally
abolished before the miIlenium. Motors were of great use to
political candidates. He asked us to remember all drivers were
not reckless.

T. F. MERRIMAN retorted that considerate drivers were a
very small minority. He considered the noise a blessing as it
saved life by letting us know when the monsters were coming.
Dust, by spoiling crops, threw as many out of employment as the
industry employed. Country gardens were rapidly disappearing.

P. R. HENRI asked how one would round cattle with a
motor. He regretted to see that a prominent member of the
Royal Family had twice been brought before the Justices of the
Peace.

E. L. BRINE explained that horse drivers were rude.

G. F. C. BUNTI:-lG complained that owing to motors wild
flowers are vanishing. Ploughing by motor was not always a
success.

G. C. FUTCHER, while admitting the motor industry gave
employment to many, pointed out that trainers and grooms
would be without work. On many occasions a horse was more
useful than a motor.

S. F. BARNES did not think the motion meant to totally
abolish horses. For instance motors could ne\'er be used for
scouting, as the smell would betray them.
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E. R. FARRER welcomed the growth of motors as they did
away with the cruelty to horses. He thought a doctor should
not have a motor as the vibration is bad for the nerves.

F. B. PELLY after criticising the efforts of previous speakers,
said it was only fair that motorists should pay towards the up
keep of roads.

S. G. HOOPER considered horses were to blame as by break
ing up the flints on the roads they made the surface gritty and
damaged motor tyres.

A. H. TURE remarked motors were not alone to blame for
accidents, as a horse runs away and does as much damage
frequently.

E. V. R. RAE, in reply to a remark of T. F. Merriman, said
the Corporation of Portsmouth were satisfied with motor fire
engines.

W. POWELL objected to motors as being unreliable.

A. P. VEALE, in reply to G. F. C. Bunting, said motor
ploughs were practicable.

\V. H. PLANT personally liked to go slowly and admire the
scenery. Motors were responsible for the majority of accidents.
He did not believe dust remedy was coming.

MR. THoMPsoN said he knew from experience it was easier
for an inexperienced person to drive a motor than a horse.

After the two leaders had said a few words the House
divided; the motion was lost by 4 votes (II-IS).

YACHTING ON LAKE ONTARIO.

There were ten of us on board, and our yacht was a 78-ft.
ketch called the' Sitarah,' owned by my uncle, who was skipper.
His two boys, t\\O Norwegian sailors, a cook and a cabin boy,
made up the crew.

\Ve left Toronto Bay at two o'clock on a hot Saturday
afternoon in August. A lot of other yachts started at the same
time, all bound for Hamilton, the first port on the' Circuit,'
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which means a series of port to port races, lasting about a week.
It was a beautiful sight to see them leave the bay in close array,
and then scatter over the lake as the fast boats took the lead.
We had a fair breeze till about sunset, when it dropped almost
entirely, and the whole fleet was becalmed about twelve miles
from Hamilton. Our yacht then showed its superiority, for my
uncle pressed a button and we steamed ahead at the rate of
about six miles an hour with our gasoline engine. vVe soon
overtook the' Zoraya,' the yacht chosen to represent Canada
versus the United States in the races for the Fisher Cup, which
were to take place at Rochester, N.Y., the following week.
My uncle was to be her skipper for the races, so he had
promised to see her safely to Rochester; consequently, we took
her in tow and reached Hamilton Bay about 9.30. It was a
beautiful moonlight night and the bay looked very quiet as we
glided slowly in. The Yacht Club was lighted up however,
and strains of music wafted on the night air suggested a dance,
so we landed immediately and were soon in the midst of a
two-step.

Canadian dancing is very different to the English; they
reverse a great deal and go in and out and zigzag all over
the room. It is very confusing at first, but you get far less
giddy and tired. In the intervals of the dancing we saw the
fleet sail in one by one, till about midnight when we returned,
the' Sitarah ' was surrounded by several others. It was still
very hot, so we all took a swim in the path of the moon. It
was glorious water, fresh and clear, and just the right tempera
ture for swimming, and the moonlight touched the ripples with
silver, while the graceful outlines of the yachts stood dark and
clear in sharp contrast. Before breakfast on Sunday morning
we had another swim; but a blue sky, a blue sea sparkling in
the sun and the dazzling whiteness of the yachts combined to
form a very different scene.

After breakfast we lay at ease under the awning on deck,
trying to keep cool, while a gramophone on a neighbouring
yacht discoursed sweet music to the listening fleet. It was the
perfection of laziness. About I I o'clock we took the' Zoraya '
in tow again and steamed out into the lake. The rest of the
fleet stayed over Sunday at Hamilton. A breeze soon got up in
the lake, and we sailed along merrily towards Niagara till after
lunch, when again we were becalmed. Not for long however;
a scorching hot wind struck us oft-shore, and we were anchored
at the mouth of the Niagara River before dark. \Ve went
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ashore, where we were joined by the crew of the' Zoraya,' and
sat in the hotel gardens overlooking the river and the lake.
Just opposite, the American flag waved over the fort, and a
lighthouse vied with the rising moon in the brilliancy of the
path it cast upon the water.

A swim in the river cooled us off before bed, and another
in the morning helped to wake us up. After breakfast we
explored old Port St. George, where there was so much fighting
in the war of 1812. There, also, are the remains of the original
Parliament building where Secretary Jarvis, my great, great,
great grandfather was the first to speak. General Simcoe after
wards removed the Parliament to Toronto. Higher up the
river is Brock's monument, where he was killed while defending
Queenston Heights against the Americans. Fort St. Gtorge is
now merely a ruinous hut and some overgrown earth works, in
the shelter of which are peach and apple orchards. We drank
from a well which had supplied the soldiers in those turbulent
times, and then, laden with apples, returned to the' Sitarah.'

We set sail soon after and a splendid breeze brought us
quite early in the afternoon to Olcott. This is a queer little
American port, a summer resort of people from Buffalo. When
we arrived the water was full of bathers and the air resounded
with the shouts of people descending a water-chute. A group of
girls had just come out of the water and were being photographed
by a couple of men. There was much laughter over it, and still
more when my uncle produced a camera and asked leave to take
a snapshot. Of course they were much flattered and posed for
him with the greatest goodwill; one girl, in a blue bathing-suit
and a red kimona, made quite a picturesque figure, and my
uncle took her alone, standing on our deck with the kimona
floating in the breeze. Late in the evening they came down,
clothed and in their right minds, and we showed them all over
the boat. They are very friendly, these casual Americans.

After dinner we all went to a vaudeville performance at a
rustic theatre, which stands in a hollow in a beautiful grove of
trees, with the lake for a background. The breeze had freshened
when we returned to the boat, and there was quite a surf on the
beach, so we went to bed without a swim.

Tuesday morning we started fairly early, but the wind was
light and not very favourable so we did not get to Oak Orchard
till about six o'clock. Oak Orchard is another little American
port at the mouth of a small river, but it is not such a gay place
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as Olcott. It was a lovely calm evening, so we took the dinghy
and rowed up the river. The sun was setting behind us, as we
started, making beautiful reflections in the water, and· as the
darkness closed around us and t'Je stars came out, fire-flies
sparkled over the marshes and bats flitted noiselessly overhead.
The river was fairly broad with reedy marshes on one side and
a high wooded bank on the other. We rowed up about two miles,
and as we came down again, the moon rose above the trees, but
its light was dimmed by drifting clouds, giving it rather a watery
appearance. Wednesday morning, however, showed no sign of
rain, on the contrary the sky was cloudless, and the air oppress
ively hot. The light wind with which we started dropped
completely a few miles out, and we were left to swelter on a
deck, rolling and pitching in a long swell. Never have I been
so hot, as we lay in the little bits of shade we could find,
listening to the sails flapping, blocks rattling, ropes creaking,
and prayed for a breeze; whistling was too much exertion and
our mouths were too dry. At last we could stand it no longer,
so my uncle was prevailed on to press the button, and, with the
, Zoraya ' in tow, we steamed all the way to Charlotte, the port
of Rochester. This was to be our headquarters for several days,
so the yacht was moored securely to the wharf, the awnings
were spread over the deck, and we made ourselves as comfort
able as possible. We were all too exhausted by the heat to do
anything that evening, but the next morning, Thursday, we took
the electric car and went up to Rochester. It is about half an
hour's run from Charlotte to Rochester, up the valley of the
Genessee, through peach-orchards and corn-fields. Rochester
itself is much like other towns, with high buildings and straight
wide streets, but the river Genessee. runs underneath it, though
you would never guess it as you walk along the streets. \Ve
lunched in town on the delicacies of the season, such as green
corn and watermelon, and then the others went to the boat,
while my uncle took me to a base-ball match. It is a peculiar
game, a sort of glorified rounders, in which speed, quick fielding
and accurate throwing are the essentials. The spectators shout
and yell nearly all the time, especially when the unfortunate
umpire gives an unpopular decision, in which case the players
too join in the noise and do their best by argument and abuse to
make !Jim change his mind.

Friday was a lazy day; all we did was to receive visitors
on the' Sitarah ' and show them over the boat. They were all
very enthusiastic in their admiration of her, and wished they
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could live on her all summer. The other yachts of the fleet
came in during the day and at night too, so that when we went
out for our morning swim on Saturday, we saw a continuous
line of yachts moored to the piers at each side of the harbour.
It was the first race day, so we were all up early watching the
preparations for the start. The' Zoraya' lay trim and ready
alongside the 'Sitarah,' her crew on board in spotless white,
the Royal Canadian Yacht Club crest embroidered on their
shirts, and my uncle at the helm. Vle were quite sure she
would win. About ID.I5 she sailed into the lake, closely
followed by her rival the' Iroquois,' an ugly boat in comparison,
with a most miscellaneously dressed crew.

We had quite a large party on board, both Americans and
Canadians to watch the race, and we sailed out soon after
the 'Zoraya.' There were dozens of boats out, of all sorts
and sizes, yachts, dinghys, motor-launches, steamers and steam
yachts, making a bright and varied picture as they sailed back
and forth in the fresh breeze and clear sunlight.

The course was a 2I-mile triangle, seven miles each leg, and
the race was a beauty to watch, though there was never any
doubt of the winnflr. The' Zoraya ' shot ahead at once, and at
the first buoy had a lead of It minutes, which she kept to the
end. There was great booming of guns and noise of cheering
from the fleet as the victorious boat sailed into port.

The breeze dropped at sunset, and it was a beautiful calm
evening when we turned in for the night, but about midnight a
gale got up, and in the early hours of the morning all the smaller
yachts were forced to take refuge higher up the river. We
stayed at our moorings, but the swell came rolling in between
the piers, making the' Sitarah ' pitch heavily. I dressed with
difficulty and went ashore for a few minutes to try and raise an
appetite: a vain attempt, as I found when I returned to the
pitching boat and sat down at the table. At last I could stand
it no longer, so, seizing a cup of tea and a slice of toast, I
jumped ashore and finished my meal on the wharf. \Ve went
for a walk alongshore afterwards drinking in the fresh air as it
blew clear and cold off thfl lake, and watching the inhabitants
of the' White City' bathing in the surf. The' White City' is
a town of tents or rather canvas houses, many of them being
quite large, with wooden floors and wooden framework, where
Rochester people live in the summer. Meanwhile the' Sitarah '
had been taken up stream, so we ate our lunch and lounged
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away the afternoon in comfort. By tea time the sea had gone
down, so we returned to our original position.

Monday morning dawned clear as glass with an atmosphere
as clear as crystal, and it was 12.30 before there was enough
breeze for the race to start. This time the course was a 9-mile
beat to windward and a run home, and as a calm surface and a
light wind were considered the ideal weather for the' Iroquois,'
the Americans were betting freely. What was their disappoint
ment therefore when the' Zoraya ' slowly but surely took the
lead, till when she rounded the buoy she was 12i minutes ahead.
The time was the same at the finish, so the' Zoraya ' was an
easy victor, and the proud winner of the Fisher Cup.

That excitement being over, we left Charlotte on Tuesday
morning and sailed along the coast towards Big Sodus Bay.
As usual we got becalmed and turned on the engines, and soon
overtook the' Zoraya.' Just as we came alongside to throw her
a line the engine stopped, and my uncle called out' we're no
good, there is a pair of trousers in the wheel,' Their faces were
a study, but they knew the skipper too well to say anything, and
a puff of wind coming at that moment, they glided ahead,
leaving us to our fate. \Vhat had happened was this: the boys
had been washing their white ducks, and had tied a pair of
trousers to a rope and hung them overocard to rinse. When
the engine backed up alongside the 'Zoraya' the rope was
sucked in and got twisted round and round the wheel, so that
the engines were useless. There was nothing for it but to wait
for a breeze, which we did as patiently as possible. \Ve did not
reach Sodus till midnight, long after we had gone to bed. When
I went on deck for a bathe in the morning I found the men of
the party already up, diving down with knives to try and clear
the wheel. They could not quite manage it, but by great good
luck there was another yacht in the Bay with an expert diver on
board, who came to our assistance and soon made it free.

Sodus is a beautiful land-locked bay, with wooded shores
sloping to the water, broken here and there by a farm clearing
with hay and corn fields. The water was clear and clean, and
once in it was hard to come out again. \:Ve were very loath to
leave such a pretty place, but about eleven we hoisted our sails
and bore away for Oswego. It was very calm and we had to
use the engine the greater part of the way, anchoring in Oswego
harbour just at sunset. It is an artificial harbour, and not a bit
pretty, but when you get ashore the town is quite nice. A
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shady avenue leads up the hill, bordered by big wooden houses
with wide cool-looking verandahs and gay little gardens in front.
Then we crossed a small park and entered the main street,
which was parallel to the river. We were soon laden with
parcels; provisions for the next two days, and returned to the
buat about 9 o'clock. Sailing all day makes you very sleepy
and there were few nights that we were not ready for bed by
9 or 9.30. Oswego is the first point that the English established
a trading post on Lake Ontario, and the remains of the fortifica
tions are still visible.

Thursday morning we left the south coast and stood out
across the lake towards Kingston. The low line of land with
its woods and farms soon disappeared below the horizon, but as
the air was very clear we could see the blue hills at the end of
the lake on our starboard quarter, although they were a long
way off.

Towards sundown we sighted Canadian land, and soon
identified it as Main Duck Island and the False Duck, which
mark the beginning of the Thousand Isles. It was a perfectly
beautiful evening as we slid slowly through the calm water
towards the Main Duck. The sun was setting in golden splen
dour, the smoke of distant steamers lay in purple streaks over
the low dark line of land, a single white sail glittered on the
horizon and there was nothing but the cry of a loon to break
the solemn silence. But even as we watched the ever-changing
hues in sea and sky, the darkness was gathering behind us,
and soon a dull red glow was all that remained of the sunset,
and the evening star, closely followed by a host of others,
proclaimed the advent of the night.

We cast anchor in a little cove in Main Duck Island, where
the air was fragrant with cedar and the water so still that even
the stars were reflected in it. It was a perfect evening and yet
one to fill you with an indefinite longing; one in which to build
castles in the air and dream of the unattainable.

Next morning we rose with the lark, donned our bathing
suits, lowered the dinghy and rowed ashore. We explore'd the
Island from end to end, walking sometimes on a pebble beach
or on flat rocks, which formed long shallow steps to the clear
green water; sometimes picking out a somewhat prickly path
through the bushy belt of trees which lined the shore, sometimes
across an open hay-field, or, best of all, through the aromatic
darkness of a cedar grove.
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We found wild raspberries, gooseberries, black currants
and grapes, but the first three were almost over, and the last
were not ripe. The trees were chiefly wych elm, which seems
to grow profusely everywhere, oak, walnut, lime and cedar.
The only houses were a farm and a couple of fishermen's
cottages. As we walked past, the inhabitants looked rather
surprised at first but we told them we belonged to the yacht
in the cove, and were exploring in the cool of the morning, so
then they were merely amused.

We then rowed back to the' Sitarah' had a swim there
and went into breakfast with the keenest of appetites. After
wards we went on shore again, and the boys tried in vain to
shoot a hawk, and we all had a little rifle practice ata fishing
buoy in the bay, from the top of a low cliff.

We set sail about noon and reached Kingston at 5 o'clock.
There was land on both sides of us most of the way, chiefly
pasture farms, broken here and there by woods and fields of
COrn and oats. The air was hot and hazy, the water oilily
calm, and we felt too lazy even to go ashore. 'vVe just lay on
deck, looking at the fortifications of old fort Frontenac thinking
how lucky we were to be living in such a peaceful age, witt! no
fear of a sudden attack from Frenchmen or Indians. The
modern military college stands just under the old fort, which
looked very bare and scorched on that hot day.

On Saturday we took a steamer trip down the St. Lawrence
to the Thousand Isles, but it was very hazy and colourless, so
we did not see them to advantage. The American side is spoilt
by huge houses of the worst villa type, and the islands are
large and thinly wooded, but the Canadian side is beautiful:
dozens of tiny islands densely wooded, chiefly with pines,
separated by narrow channels and full of delightful little bays.
There was a miniature Regatta taking place near Gananoque,
and the water was dotted with innumerable' Batwings,' a
, Batwing' being a canoe rigged up with a couple of masts, and
sails shaped and ribbed exactly like a bat's \ving.

We rejoined the' Sitarah' at six o'clock and went on our
way under power, between Amherst Island and the mainland.
This time the sun went down in crimson splendour, and the
darkness fell even quicker than usual. We passed several
tempting coves in Amherst Island, and finally cast anchor in
earr's cove, which at night was as fragrant and solitary as
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Main Duck. In the morning, however, we saw several farms
close to the water edge, and cattle, sheep and dogs were arousing
the echoes with their clamour. There was a splendid breeze
at last, so we lost no time in getting under way. Soon we had
crossed the gap between Amherst Island and Prince Edward
peninsula, and were skimming between the beautiful shores of the
bay of Quinte. Here I had my first lesson in steering, but it was
not at all difficult in that calm water with a steady breeze and land
ahead to go by. When there was nothing to look at we usually
wiled away the time reading and sleeping, or, on a cool day,
learning to splice, serve and whip a rope, and to tie one or two
sailor's knots. To-day, however, there was no need of such
occupations, we were sailing fast through a lovely long narrow
bay, with plenty to see on either side. We passed Adolphus
Town, where the United Empire Loyalists landed, Glenora, on
the Peninsula of Prince Edward, at the foot of a hill on the top
of which is the Lake on the Mountain, and then turning at
right angles, we had a long run before the wind to Deseronto,
a centre of the lumber trade. Turning west again and sailing
more slowly as the wind had died down, we passed Belleville,
and as darkness fell entered the narrow channel, into Trenton
Harbour. It was hard to pick out the buoys in the dark, and
we ended by running aground. We landed at Trenton in the
morning to collect provisions, but it is a dirty shabby little
place and we were glad to get out of it.

It began to rain as we started, a soft drizzle, but it was
not enough to wet us, and the colours were very pretty as we
steamed through the Murray Canal. The canal is cut through
the marshes which connect Prince Edward County, one of the
richest dairy counties, to the mainland, and the place was alive
with cranes, herons, ducks and kingfishers. The latter are not
at all like their English namesakes. They are about the size
of a thrush. with slatey blue backs, short white tails, white
collars and big shaggy black heads, and very long thick beaks.
The sun came out as we emerged from the Canal, and sailed
across the small bay between it and the lake; the marshes
behind us, the blue water around us, the green hills on our right,
a lighthouse, a village and several anchored yachts just ahead,
making a very pretty view.

There was a good breeze out in the lake but it was
10 o'clock before we anchored in Cobourg Harbour. Cobourg
is a summer resort, frequented by Americans, who have built
some lovely houses there, and it is supposed to be the gayest
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place on the lake. \Ve found that Tuesday was the first day of
a horse show, so we determined to stay over for it. It was
quite a local affair but g-ood fun to watch, especially as the
Canadian horses are so different from ours.

We started very early next morning hoping to reach
Toronto, seventy miles away, that night, but the breeze was light
and at intervals failed altogether. At 2 p.m. they said we were
off Oshawa, less than half-way, but at sunset they said it was
a mistake and we were just approaching it then. When we
retired to bed, leaving the men to share the night-watches,
they said we are still' just off Oshawa,' and the first thing we
heard in the morning was' just off Oshawa,' As a matter of
fact this was a bluff on the part of the boys, and we reached
Toronto at about 9.30.

'vVe had been away eighteen days, and visited nearly every
port on the lake, and I for one was very sorry to leave the
, Sitarah.'

It seemed a great pity to have to stop, and I was still
more sorry when the very next night there was a big gale, a
schooner was wrecked on the breakwater, and I thought of what
we had missed. But all things have an end, and this cruise
being over, this diary of it must also cease.

D.R.W.

O.S. NEWS.

l\IARRIAGES.

Baker-- TVestby. On November 28th, at St. Patrick's
Church, Hove, by the Rev. \Valter l\1arshall, vicar, assisted by
the Rev. Oswald Thompson, Arthur Ernest, eldest son of the
late Arthur Henry Baker, J.P., of South Eden Park, Beckenham,
and of Mrs. Baker, 68 Prince's Gate, S. '.IV, to Catherine
Brunetta Julia, only daughter of Captain J. \V. \Vestby, and of
the late Mrs. 'vVestby, of 21, First Avenue, Brighton.

Guyon-GttyolZ. On the 20th November, at St. Mary's Church,
Weymouth, by the vicar, the Rev. C. Askwith, Charles Henry
Coplestone Langford, only child of the Rev. Henry and l\lrs.
Guyon, Lamyat Rectory, Evercreech, to Elaine Frederica
Mackay, youngest daughter of Major-General and Mrs. G. F.
Guyon, of Egerton House, Richmond, Surrey.
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Partridge-Thin. On the 1st November, at Trinity Church,
Claughton, Birkenhead, by the Rev. John vVatson, 0.0., Graham,
second son of Henry Partridge, Clyro Court, Hay, to Marian
Clonston, youngest daughter of E. C. Thin, The Uplands,
Noctorum, Cheshire.

Sunderland-Barms. On October 16th, at St. Mary's,
Alverstoke, by the father of the bridegroom, assisted by the Rev.
A. Kier, rector of the Parish, and the Rev. F. Drake, vicar of
St. John'S, Wilton Road, S.W., the Rev. Lister Goodenough
Elton Sunderland, second son of the R~v. James Sunderland,
vicar of Egginton, Leighton Buzzard, to Margaret Annie,
younger daughter of General A. H. F. Barnes, late R.M.L.I., of
4, Anglesey Crescent, Alverstoke.

LITERARY.

, Out of the Silence,' by Janus Rhoades, has been published
by John Lane, price 1/-

P. S. King and Son have recently published 'Taxation
(local and imperial) and Local Government,' by J. C. Graham,
reyised by M. D. Warmington, price 2/-.

'The Broken Law,' by J. B. Harris-Burland, was published
last month by Eo Grant Richards, price 6/-.

'The Axioms of Projective Geometry,' by A. N. Whitehead,
S.C.D., F.R.S., Cambridge, at the University Press, 2/6 net.

E. A. Towle has written the Life of J. M. Neale under the
title of' John Mason Neale, 0.0.'

UNIVERSITIES.

R. M. Pattison Muir was one of the representatives of the
Cambridge Union chosen to speak at the Oxford Union, on
Thursday, 8th November, on the motion 'That this house
regards the House of Lord.. as a dangerous anomaly which
ought to be abolished.' He spoke third fur Opposition.

F. C. S. Carey took the part of A thena in the representation
of Aeschylus' Ellmenides at Cambridge.

J. M. Fletcher, Oriel College, Oxford, and T. W. Pott,
University College, Oxford, have taken the degree of B.A.
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MILITARY.

E. P. Ball (d) passed third out of Sandhurst, July 1906, and
has been attached to 1St Batt. The Bedfordshire Regiment,
Thanei, India.

J. A. F. Mair (d) passed into Sandhurst, July, 1906.
A. W. P. Little, 4th Battalion Gloucestershire Regiment,

and G. G. F. F. Greville, 6th Battalion Rifle Brigade, passed
for Commissions in the Regular Army.

Mounted Infantry in South Africa, 5th Battalion, Captain
G. N. Solmon, the Rifle Brigade (The Prince Consort's Own),
to be Second in Command.

Indian Army, Captain A. P. How, 77th Moplah Rifles, to
be Major.

Lieut.-Colonel J. B. W. Buchanan, R.A.M.C., has taken
over the charge of the Military Hospital, Glasgow.

Lieut.-Colonel H. Broadmead, Essex Regiment, to be
Colonel.

ATHLETIC.

W. Napier (d) is playing for Bath.

CLERICAL.

Rev. G. E. \V. Highmore, vicar of Bubb with Selby,
rector of Burnby, York; patron, Lord Londesborough.

MISCELLANEOUS.

J. E. M. Boyd, St. Mary's Hospital, and L. Edwards,
London Hospital, have been admitted M.R.C.S.

1. M. Fletcher has passed into the Indian Civil Service.
Frands John Hext, Lieut.-Colonel and Hon. Colonel of the

Cornwall and Devon Miners, Royal Garrison Artillery (Militia),
to be a Deputy-Warden of the Stannaries in Cornwall and
Devon.

A REVIEW.

All Exile from Fairyland is the title of a little volume of short
sketches written by Rathmell Wilson, O.S., and published by
Elkin Mathews. Old Shirburnian authors are none too
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numerous and we are glad to notice an addition to their number.
The sketches, some of which have appeared in Magazines, are
of various kinds: some are in the forms of. fables, others are
humorous, and others have a vein of pathos running through
them. Several of these latter and several of the fables are
pleasant reading and give evidence of some ability and insight.
We look forward to reading further and more mature work from
Mr. Wilson's pen.

CONCERNING THE MEDICAL PROFESSION
AND HOW TO TRAIN FOR IT.

BY C. A. S. RIDOUT, M.S., M.B., LOND.. F.R.C.S. ENG.,

SOUTH SEA, HANTS.

Owing to the very rapid development in recent years, with
many modifications, of the course of study for, and the
subsequent practice of, the medical profession, it has occurred
to me, that a few hints on the necessary and available methods
of obtaining the various qualifications requisite, might be of
value to some present Shirburnians, about to enter one of the
great Universities or Medical Schools, I feel moreover that
with the long course before him, the embryo medical student
should have some definite plan of action, so as not to be
hampered or delayed in after years by mistakes, which, had he
been forewarned, might never have occurred.

Firstly then, as to the general aspect of the life of a medical
man-no one should decide to enter the profession without
realising to the full, that he has before him a life of arduous
endeavour, of grand opportunities, and, in very many instances,
of unremunerated services. Very few now-a-days attain wealth
in the profession, most of us just manage to make a living, and
all can certainly avert starvation. Every student must now-a
days, that is if he wishes to be more than a mere passer of
examinations, be prepared to devote to study six or seven
years at least before he settles down to general practice, and if
he wishes to specialise, must be prepared to spend a still longer
waiting period. But the charm of the profession lies not in its
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fees, not in its easy attainment (for both the latter are fallacies),
but in the countless opportunities one gets of doing good to his
fellow men and to know that one has been the means of helping
under Providence some poor fellow to regain health and
strength. Therefore I maintain that for the Shirburnian, who
is on the look out for a fairly easy life and a fairly easily
obtained livelihood, the medical profession does not exist.

Secondly-As to the age at which to enter and the choice
of medical school:-vVith the long course of the present day
the ideal age is 17 or 18; 16 is too young for the majority of
students.

The choice of medical school will depend to a great extent
on the degrees, diplomas and ul timate line of practice at which
the student aims: and here I had better digress and give a brief
epitome of the various degrees, diplomas and medical schools
of Great Britain and Ireland, though in so doing space will
only allow me to deal at all in detail with those of England.

The principal Medical Universities of England are those of
Oxford, Cambridge and London-all three grant the degrees of
Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery (ME. Ch.E.
Oxon., MB. BC. Cantab., ME. BS. Land.) and also the higher
degrees of Doctor of Medicine (ThID. Oxon., Cantab., Lond.)
and Master of Surgery (M.Ch. Oxon., M.C. Cantab., M.S.
Lond.) for those who wish to rise above the average.

To oLtain Oxford and Cambridge degrees, residence for
three years at the University is requisite with additional two or
three years elsewhere at a Hospital. To obtain the London
degree most men study at one of the great London Hospitals
(St. Bartholomew's, St. Thomas', Guy's, the London, or the
smaller St. Mary's, Middlesex, King's College, University
College, Charing Cross and vVestminster): these are all Colleges
of the University of London, but in addition most of the
provincial medical schools are affiliated to the University for
the medical course. The degrees of these Universities certainly
are in the front rank in general estimation, and as a rule take
five-and-a-half or six years to obtain from time of entry, though
the time is five.

Other provincial U lliversities are-Birmingham, Liverpool,
Manchester (known as Victoria University: ME. Ch.B. Vict.),
Leeds and Durham. All these grant similar degrees to the
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. above and the standard is good, but in some of the more
recently established a little uncertain as yet. The Scotch and
Irish Universities also grant ~imilar degrees and the MD. of
Edinburgh has a great reputation among physicians. The
Durham degree is often sought after by those who do not feel
equal to the great amount of work and time necessary for the
degrees of the three first Universities, and one year of residence
at Newcastle with four in London or elsewhere are requisite
for it and the degree can generally be obtained in limit time.

Diplomas and License to practice Medicine, Midwifery and
Surgery are granted by the Royal College of Surgeons of
England ana the Royal College of Physicians of London, viz.:
Members of the Royal College of Surgeons (M.R.C.S. Eng.)
and Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians (L.RC.P.
Lond.)-these diplomas are granted conjointly and one cannot
be obtained now-a.-days without the other. Higher diplomas
are also granted separately-by the College of Surgeons the
diploma of Fellow (F.RC.S. Eng.)-by the College of Physicians,
that of Member (M.R.C.P. Lon.) and Fellow (F.R.C.P. Lon.),
the latter by election from the members. And here I would
impress upon all, the world-wide reputation and value of the
F.RC.S. Eng.-to those who wish to hold important Surgical
positions in England it is almost a necessity; no Surgeon now
'a~days obtains a staff appointment on a large London Hospital
without it, and many provincial Hospitals make it a sine qlla non:
it is not easy of attainment as it necessitates two additional
examinations known as the Primary and Final, both of which
are up to an Honours Standard and at which bi-ennially about
seven out of every ten candidates are rejected. The degrees of
Master of Surgery of the various Universities are many of them
equally good, but their reputation is not as widely known. For
a consulting Physician the M.R.C.P. Lond. is almost as
important as the F.R.C.S. is to the Surgeon, but M.D. of a
University is equally important in most cases. In these days a
degree is much thought of and every student on setting out
should choose one of the foregoing Universities; in addition
though not necessarily he should take the diplomas MRCS.,
LRCP.: these last are generally attainable in the five year
limit, and enables a man to get post graduate experience before
taking his degree, and at any rate enables him to start wage
earning as soon as possible. Courses of study for the diplomas
of the Royal Colleges may be taken at any recognised medical
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school. Having decided as to his future place of study, the next
thini{ for the student to do is to pass a Preliminary Examination
required both by his University or College and by the General
Medical Council-University Matriculation Examinations suffice
for all them, the 1st class College of Preceptors for the General
Medical Council and the diploma granting College only. This
having been accomplished (and this should be done while at
school), he should enter at his place of study and register as a
medical student at the General Medical Council's Offices, Oxford
Street, London. The best time to start on his future career is
in October, which time every' year' commences.

And now for a short sketch of the next five years-we will
suppose that the student aims at the ME. BS. Lond.,
MRCS. Eng., LRCP. Lond. In each course (and this is
applicable with modifications to all Universitie'> and Colleges)
there are three main examinations, (i) in Preliminary Sciences
(Biology, Chemistry and Physics) generally passed by end of
first year; (ii) in Anatomy and Physiology with or without
Materia Medica, passed within the next two years; in the case
of the Universities, which have a higher standard than the
Royal Colleges, generally at the end of the third year; in the
case of the Royal Colleges by the end of the second year-to
enter for these the student must have dissected the human body
for two winter sessions and have attended lectures and instruc
tion in Anatomy and Physiology; (iii) the Final Examination
in whole or parts, taken at end of fifth year, except for midwifery
which may be taken at end of fourth-to enter for this, Hospital
courses and lectures, instruction in Pathology, Surgery, l\Iedi
cine, Midwifery, Lunacy, defective diseases and special subjects
must be attended. As the student is supposed to be taking the
London degree (and this is applicable to Oxford and Cambridge),
the first London Examiners will excuse him that of the Royal
Colleges and likewise will the second London the second of the
Royal Colleges. At this juncture the question of attempting to
pass the primary F.R.C.S. will arise; for this an extra six
months' dissection is necessary, but I would strongly advise any
student to think seriously about it, so as to gain time in the long
run and not make the mistake, which I myself did, of having to
go back to it after qualification; the extra six months' dissection
can be put in during the second and third summer sessions (or
possibly the first and second) and then the examination can be
entered for with some good hope of success in or just after the
third year. The work for the Final examination needs careful
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arranging; it really requires three years from the passing of the
second Examination, but by systematic tabulative and continuous
hard work can be accomplished in two or two-and-a-half. For
the student seeking the College diplomas only, it is fairly easy
to work in the Final courses as he will have three years at his
disposal. Thus at the Pond of the fifth summer the student
emerges forth as a fully qualified man MRCS., LRCP.-and
then at last he will begin to learn both his profession and the
fact that he is very ignorant. He will then proceed with his
degree Examinations or perhaps will take a resident Hospital
appointment as House Surgeon or Physician previous to this-in
any case a resident appointment should be obtained for six
months or a year at a large general Hospital, preferably his own.
Then what is to be done? General Practice, Special Practice,
or the Public Services-I should advise most strongly every
Shirburnian medical student to carefully consider the question
of entering the Services-good pay and pension and a certain
living lie before him-the three Services are in order of esteem:
Indian Medical, Army Medical, Navy Medical, all have their
advantages, all their disadvantages, and these must be carefully
considered. If however he chooses Special Practice, he must
study for special qualifications F.R.C.S., M.R.C.P., or MD.
and MS. and attend special Hospitals or special departments of
his own Hospital to fit himself for such work.

One word as to the expenses of the course: I think we may
estimate the five or five-and-a-half years in London including
Examination and Hospital fees at [800-goo as a minimum,
probably [rooo, and for University Students somewhat more.

Space forces me to conclude, but in parting let me advise
all Shirburnians about to enter our noble profession, to be
prepared to work continuously and strenuously, to lay them
selves out for University degrees, to pass all primary Examina
tions as soon as possible, so as to leave the greater time for the
all important clinical and practical work of which they cannot
have enough and of which they may very well have far too
little; also to endeavour to take up some special subject, for
specialisation is the thing of to-day and of the future, and lastly
not to dream of entering into private practice without spending
at least six months as a resident House Surgeon at a General
Hospital, for such an appointment will always prove to be the
most valuable period of the whole of their professional life.
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, G RIEG ' RECITAL.

On Saturday, November 24th, Mr. Tester gave a most
enjoyable' Grieg' Piano Recital in the Big Schoolroom. The
programme was an interesting one, and the majority of the
items were new to the audience. Mr. Tester gave a splendid
performance, the Sonata (which is no light undertaking) being
especially fine: we have to thank Mr. Hodgson also for two
delightful songs. The audience seemed most appreciative; and
as the recital, which was by way of an experiment, proved so
successful, we hope we may be given opportunities of having
selections frorr. the works of other great masters.

Programme :-
1. Sonata for Pianoforte, Op. 7.
2. Allegretto from Violin Sonata Op. 8.

f (a) 'A Vision.'
3· Songs 1(b) 'Ich liebe dich.'

(Berceuse, Op. 38.
4· 1Nocturne, Up. 64·

tMarch of the Dwarfs, Op. 64.

EDITORIAL NOTE.

The Editor regrets that, owing to lack of space, he has been
unable to insert an account of the Matches v. Castle Cary and
O.SS. Accounts of these, also of XXX game, together with
the' Characters of the XV,' will be found in the next number.
The account of the' Penny Reading,' which was arranged by
G. Smith, has also been crowded out.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of The Shirburnian.
Dear Sir,

I feel I must thank you for answering my letter in the November
number of The ShirbuY1liall. and I trust that you will excuse my taking
up your valuable space by venturing to say in reply that it is not easy
to see how any difficulty can arise in dating the volumes, as there is no
date put on the authorised binding. while each number is headed with
its date in month and year, e.g. June, 19°6, &c.
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Thus Volume XXIV, endin~ in July, 1908, would consist of ten
numbers, and Volume XXV would commence in November, 1908, end
with July. 1910. and contain the full twelve numbers. Your proposal is
certainly possible, but it is not for anyone person's convenience that the
suggestion was made. but that it seems the more commonsense procedure.

As instar!ces I would quote The Oxford University Gazette and The
Carthllsian, both of which adopt this system. i.e. they commence each
volume in the October Term and end with the last number of the
Summer Term.

Believe me, yours truly,
O.S.

CONTEMPORARIES.

The Editor gratefully acknowledges the receipt of the
following contemporaries, and apologises for any accidental
omissions :-The Bathonian, The Bltmdellialt, The Bradfield
College Magazine, The Cantttarian, The Carthttsian, The City of
London School Magazine, The Cliftonian, The Dovorian, The
Eastbournian, The Haileybttrian, The Lorettonian (2), The Lancing
College Magazine (2), The Marlbttrian (2), The Malvernian,
The Mill Hill School Magazine, The Ousel (5), The Pauline (2),
The Radleian, The South Eastern College, Magazine, St. Anne's
News (2) Natal, The Tonbridgean, Uppingham School Magazine, The
Victorian, The Wellingtonian, Wycombe Abbey Gazette, and The
County Gmtleman; also a Treatise on Co-education.

School House (a); Wildman's (b); Dunkins's (c) ;
Bell's (d); King's (f).
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Letters and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 3/6 including postage. The
Shirburnian is published six times in theyear, twice each term.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
communicate at once with the PUBLISHER, as otherwise the
Shirburnian cannot possibly be forwarded to them. This applies
especially to subscribers entering or leaving the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the full
name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which will not be
opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers, the
whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the 'bona fide
production of someone who is, or has been, a Member of the
School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.


